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Abstract

We study the problem of outlier correspondence pruning
for non-rigid point cloud registration. In rigid registration,
spatial consistency has been a commonly used criterion to
discriminate outliers from inliers. It measures the compat-
ibility of two correspondences by the discrepancy between
the respective distances in two point clouds. However, spa-
tial consistency no longer holds in non-rigid cases and out-
lier rejection for non-rigid registration has not been well
studied. In this work, we propose Graph-based Spatial Con-
sistency Network (GraphSCNet) to filter outliers for non-
rigid registration. Our method is based on the fact that non-
rigid deformations are usually locally rigid, or local shape
preserving. We first design a local spatial consistency mea-
sure over the deformation graph of the point cloud, which
evaluates the spatial compatibility only between the corre-
spondences in the vicinity of a graph node. An attention-
based non-rigid correspondence embedding module is then
devised to learn a robust representation of non-rigid cor-
respondences from local spatial consistency. Despite its
simplicity, GraphSCNet effectively improves the quality of
the putative correspondences and attains state-of-the-art
performance on three challenging benchmarks. Our code
and models are available at https://github.com/
qinzheng93/GraphSCNet.

1. Introduction
Non-rigid point cloud registration is a fundamental and

critical problem in computer graphics, computer vision, and
robotics. It aims at recovering the non-rigid warping func-
tion that transforms a source point cloud to a target one. In
practice, the two point clouds are usually incomplete and
share partial and even low overlap, which considerably in-
creases the difficulty of registration.

Estimating the warping function relies on extracting ac-
curate correspondences. Benefiting from the recent ad-
vances in deep point representation [46,53,56,57], learning-
based matching methods [13, 17, 20, 24, 31, 45, 47, 55, 58]
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Figure 1. GraphSCNet Overview. Given a set of putative corre-
spondences for non-rigid registration, GraphSCNet can accurately
prune the outliers among them while preserve the inliers, which
contributes to significantly better registration results.

have obtained significantly high quality of putative cor-
respondences. However, similar success has yet to be
achieved in deformable cases. Under significant deforma-
tion, these methods are inevitably prone to outliers, which
can drastically degrade the accuracy of registration.

Outlier rejection is a common technique for robust point
cloud registration. However, most existing methods focus
on rigid registration. An effective method of outlier prun-
ing for non-rigid registration has so far been missing. On
the one hand, a rigid transformation can be pinned down
by a small set of inlier correspondences (e.g., a rotation can
be determined by 3 non-colinear inliers) such that sampling
consensus methods (e.g., RANSAC [19]) can effectively re-
move the outliers and recover the alignment transformation
in a hypothesize-and-verify manner. However, non-rigid
registration requires dense and thoroughly-distributed cor-
respondences to precisely describe the deformation, thus
preventing the application of sampling consensus methods.
On the other hand, rigid transformations preserve Euclidean
distance between every pair of points. This spatial consis-
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tency provides a strong necessary condition for finding in-
lier correspondences and has been extensively adopted in
rigid registration [3, 11, 27, 28]. Apparently, such spatial
consistency does not hold for non-rigid cases. These dif-
ficulties make outlier rejection for non-rigid registration a
challenging problem.

We propose an outlier rejection network named Graph-
based Spatial Consistency Network (GraphSCNet) tailored
for non-rigid registration. Our method is designed around
the local rigidity of non-rigid deformations, i.e., non-
rigid deformations are locally isometric such that the local
shape of the point cloud is approximately preserved. We
first design a graph-based local spatial consistency mea-
sure on the deformation graph [51] built over the source
point cloud. It measures the geometric compatibility be-
tween the correspondences in the vicinity of a given graph
node. Based on this measure, we propose an attention-
based graph-based correspondence embedding module to
extract spatial-consistency-aware features for correspon-
dences, which are further used for discriminative classifi-
cation of inlier and outlier. Thanks to the powerful local
spatial consistency, our method can effectively prune out-
liers in putative correspondences while keeping as many in-
liers as possible. To our knowledge, our method is the first
learning-based outlier rejection for non-rigid point cloud
registration. Extensive experiments on three challenging
benchmarks demonstrate clear superiority of our method. In
particular, GraphSCNet outperforms the recent state-of-the-
art NDP [32] by over 10% on AccS and AccR for both high-
and low-overlap scenarios on the 4DMatch benchmark [31].

Our main contributions include:
• An outlier rejection network for non-rigid point cloud

registration which is, to our knowledge, the first
learning-based approach to outlier correspondence
pruning for non-rigid scenarios.

• A graph-based local spatial consistency which mea-
sures the local geometric compatibility between cor-
respondences within a local region.

• An attention-based correspondence embedding mod-
ule which encodes the local spatial consistency for
learning robust correspondence representation.

2. Related Work
Point cloud correspondence. Extracting accurate cor-
respondences between point clouds plays a crucial role in
computer vision and graphics tasks. Detection-based meth-
ods first extract geometrically-discriminative keypoints and
their descriptors, either with hand-crafted [26, 48, 49, 54]
or learning-based [1, 4, 13, 16, 17, 20, 24, 62] descriptors,
which are then matched as correspondences. However,
it is difficult to detect repeatable keypoints between point
clouds, especially in low-overlap cases, such that detection-
based methods still suffer from low inlier ratio. Recently,

detection-free methods [31, 47, 60, 61] bypass keypoint de-
tection by considering all possible point pairs in a coarse-
to-fine matching pipeline, which significantly improves
matching and registration accuracy. There are also meth-
ods dedicated to non-rigid matching by explicitly mod-
eling shape deformation [21, 50, 55] or leveraging func-
tional maps [18, 35, 41]. And scene flow estimation meth-
ods [36, 45, 52, 58] predict the frame-to-frame motion of
points in the scene. Although great progress has been made,
existing methods are still prone to outliers, which signifi-
cantly harms the registration performance.

Non-rigid registration. To describe the non-rigid defor-
mation, the warping function can be formulated into dif-
ferent representations, e.g., dense displacement field [31],
dense affine transformation field [32], and embedded de-
formation graph [51]. Dense displacement field computes
a 3D motion vector for each point in the scene, which is
the most direct way to represent deformation. Dense affine
transformation field computes an affine transformation for
each point, which can better model complex deformation.
Neural Deformation Pyramid [32] establishes a hierarchi-
cal dense affine transformation field with multiple MLPs
for coarse-to-fine non-rigid registration. And embedded de-
formation graph [51] parameterizes the deformation with a
set of graph nodes connected with undirected edges, where
each node is associated with an affine transformation. This
can be efficiently solved by the Non-rigid Iterative Closest
Point (N-ICP) algorithm [29]. NNRT [8] proposes a differ-
entiable N-ICP solver for end-to-end training, and [9] learns
a deformation graph in a data-driven manner. There are still
other warping function formulations, and we refer the read-
ers to [15] for more details.

Outlier rejection for point cloud registration. Prun-
ing outliers in rigid registration has been broadly studied.
The most popular methods are RANSAC [19] and its vari-
ants [5, 6, 14], which solve for the rigid transformation in a
hypothesize-and-verify manner. However, they suffer from
slow convergence and could degenerate under high outlier
ratio. Other methods [11,28] leverage spatial consistency to
suppress outliers. Recent learning-based methods [3,12,42]
filter outliers with a neural network. PointDSC [3] designs
a spatial consistency non-local module to prune outliers and
attains promising rigid registration performance. Neverthe-
less, due to complex deformations, similar success has yet
to be achieved in non-rigid registration. A closely related
work to ours is [23], which extends the traditional spec-
tral matching [28] technique to geodesic space. However, it
computes pairwise geodesic distances between correspon-
dences, which is time-consuming. And geodesic distance
could be erroneous and unstable due to occlusion. In this
work, we fill this gap with GraphSCNet for efficient and
accurate non-rigid outlier pruning.
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3. Method
3.1. Overview

Given a source point cloud P = {pi ∈ R3 | i =
1, ..., N} and a target point cloud Q = {qi ∈ R3 | i =
1, ...,M}, non-rigid registration aims to recover the warp-
ing function W : R3 → R3 that transforms P to Q. To
solve for the warping function, a set of correspondences
C = {(xi,yi) ∈ R6 | xi ∈ P,yi ∈ Q} between two point
clouds are first extracted. Then the warping function W can
be solved by minimizing the following cost function:

E = λcEcorr + λrEreg, (1)

where Ecorr is a correspondence term which minimizes
the residuals of the correspondences after being warped,
and Ereg is a regularization term to encourage smooth-
ness of deformations. Nevertheless, the putative correspon-
dences usually contain numerous outliers, which signifi-
cantly harms the registration accuracy. Due to complex de-
formations, it is difficult to filter outliers in non-rigid reg-
istration. In this work, we first present the graph-based lo-
cal spatial consistency which measures the compatibility of
correspondences within a local region, and then propose an
outlier rejection network for non-rigid registration.

3.2. Graph-based Local Spatial Consistency

Spatial consistency is a widely used criterion [3, 11, 28]
to select inlier correspondences in rigid registration, e.g.,
length consistency which preserves the distance between
every pair of points under arbitrary rigid transformations.
Given two correspondences ci=(xi,yi) and cj=(xj ,yj),
the spatial consistency between them is computed as:

θ∗i,j = [1−
δ2i,j
σ2
d

]+, (2)

where [·]+ = max(0, ·), δi,j =
∣∣∥xi − xj∥ − ∥yi − yj∥

∣∣ is
the difference between the respective distances in two point
clouds, and σd is a hyper-parameter to control the sensitivity
to distance variation. According to length consistency, δi,j
should be small if they are both inliers, making θ∗i,j close to
1. But if there is at least one outlier, δi,j tends to be large
due to the random distribution of the outliers, so θ∗i,j should
be 0. See Fig. 2(a) for a detailed illustration. This provides
strong geometric support to reject outliers in rigid scenarios.

However, global spatial consistency no longer holds in
non-rigid scenarios, especially between two inliers far from
each other, as the points in different parts of the scene could
follow inconsistent movements (see Fig. 2(b)). But as noted
in [25], the local geometric shape is expected to be pre-
served and the warping function should be locally isomet-
ric and nearly rigid, i.e., local rigidity of deformations. In-
spired by this insight, we propose to adopt spatial consis-
tency in a local scope and devise a novel graph-based local
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Figure 2. Graph-based local spatial consistency for non-rigid reg-
istration. The green lines represent the inliers while the outliers
are in red. And the inconsistent distances between two correspon-
dences are also highlighted in red dotted lines. (a) In rigid scenar-
ios, the distances are identical between any two inliers, while be-
ing inconsistent if outliers exist. (b) In non-rigid scenarios, global
spatial consistency does not hold as the distances between inliers
could be different due to irregular movements. (c-d) Our graph-
based local spatial consistency measures the distances between
two correspondences within a local region based on local rigid-
ity of deformations.

spatial consistency. Our method is based on the deforma-
tion graph [51] built over the source point cloud. We first
sample a set of nodes V = {vj ∈ R3 | j = 1, ..., V }
from P using uniform furthest point sampling. We start
from an arbitrary point in P and iteratively add the fur-
thest point to the sampled nodes as a new node. The sam-
pling process is repeated until the distances from all points
in P to their nearest nodes are within σn. Then, we as-
sign each correspondence ci to its k-nearest nodes Ni ac-
cording to the distances in P . Here Ni is constructed ac-
cording to the Euclidean distance. Given two points in a
local region, their Euclidean distance is sufficiently consis-
tent across two point clouds, but is more robust to occlusion
than the geodesic distance. The set of correspondences as-
signed to a node vj is denoted as Cj = {ci | vj ∈ Ni}. At
last, our graph-based local spatial consistency is defined by
computing Eq. (2) on the correspondence pairs assigned to
a common node:

θi,j =

{
[1− δ2i,j/σ

2
d]+, ci ∈ Cv ∧ cj ∈ Cv

0, otherwise
. (3)

Based on local rigidity, θi,j is expected to be close to 1 if ci
and cj are both inliers and be 0 otherwise. Fig. 2 compares
our local spatial consistency with the global consistency.

An alternative way to define local spatial consistency is
to construct a kNN graph around each correspondence in-
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Figure 3. Pipeline of GraphSCNet. Given a set of putative correspondences C, our method first extracts initial features Finit from the point
coordinates. The features are enhanced by a stack of graph-based non-rigid correspondence embedding module which encodes the local
spatial consistency. The spatial-consistency-aware features Fsc are then used to predict the confidence scores S. At last, N-ICP is used to
estimate the warping function.

stead of the sampled nodes. However, this manner could
have two main problems. First, it requires more computa-
tion and memory usage to compute local spatial consistency
around every correspondence. This seriously restricts its
scalability to large point clouds or dense correspondences.
Second, this fashion is sensitive to the density of putative
correspondences. In practice, the distribution of correspon-
dences could be extremely biased over the point cloud, and
thus this manner is prone to be affected by the dense re-
gions. On the contrary, as our method is designed around
uniformly sampled nodes, it has great advantage in effi-
ciency and is naturally robust to density variation. Please
refer to Sec. 4.4 for more detailed comparisons.

3.3. Non-rigid Outlier Rejection Network

Based on the local spatial consistency, we then propose
an attention-based Graph-based Spatial Consistency Net-
work (GraphSCNet) for non-rigid outlier rejection. Given a
set of putative correspondences, GraphSCNet leverages the
graph-based local spatial consistency to remove the outliers
from them. The overall pipeline is illustrated in Fig. 3.

Initial feature embedding. For each input correspon-
dence, we first concatenate the coordinates of the two end-
points into a 6-d vector ci = [xi;yi], which is then nor-
malized to ĉi by subtracting the average over all correspon-
dences. Next, ĉi is transformed using Fourier positional
encoding in [39]. As mentioned in [32], low-frequency en-
coding benefits fitting relatively rigid motion while high-
frequency one can better model highly non-rigid motion.
Recalling our goal to better capture local rigidity, we use

relatively low frequency to encode the correspondences:

di = [ĉ; sin(2−1ĉ); cos(2−1ĉ)] ∈ R18. (4)

At last, the encoded correspondence matrix D ∈ R|C|×18

is projected to a high-dimension feature matrix Finit ∈
R|C|×d by a shallow MLP, which is used as the initial corre-
spondence embedding. And group normalization [59] and
LeakyReLU are used after each layer in the MLP.
Graph-based correspondence embedding. With the ini-
tial correspondence embedding, we then design a Graph-
based Correspondence Embedding Module to enhance the
feature representation of the correspondences with atten-
tion mechanism. The structure of this module is shown in
Fig. 3 (bottom). Our method is based on the deformation
graph constructed in Sec. 3.2 and consists of three steps.

First, we collect for each node vj the correspondences in
Cj and their associated features denoted as Fj ∈ R|Cj |×d.
Note that a correspondence could be assigned to more than
one nodes and the nodes with Cj = ∅ are ignored. We also
collect the local spatial consistency of the correspondence
pairs in Cj , denoted as Θj ∈ R|Cj |×|Cj |.

Next, we refine the features for the correspondences by
a stack of Spatial-Consistency-Aware Self-Attention (SCA-
SA) module. Specifically, the feature matrix Fj is first pro-
jected into the query Qj , key Kj and value Vj :

Qj = FjW
Q, Kj = FjW

K , Vj = FjW
V , (5)

where WQ, WK , WV ∈ Rd×d are the projection weights
for query, key and value, respectively. Inspired by [3], we
leverage the local spatial consistency to reweight the atten-
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tion scores in the original attention computation [56]:

Z′
j = LN

(
Fj + MLP

(
Softmax(Θj

QjK
T
j√

d
)Vj

))
, (6)

where LN(·) is layer normalization [2]. By injecting the
graph-based local spatial consistency into self-attention, the
correspondence pairs with strong spatial consistency are en-
couraged to have large attention scores, while the attention
scores of the incompatible pairs are expected to be sup-
pressed. This could push the outliers away from the inliers
in the feature space, thus making the resultant features more
discriminative. The attention features are further projected
by a two-layer feedforward network with residual connec-
tion to obtain the final output features:

Zj = LN
(
Z′

j + MLP(Z′
j)
)
. (7)

Fig. 3 (bottom right) illustrates the structure and the com-
putation graph of this module.

At last, for each correspondence, we consider its spatial
compatibility w.r.t. different nodes and aggregate the fea-
tures from all the nodes where it belongs as the final output
features:

hi =
∑
j∈Ni

αi,jz
j
i , (8)

where αi,j is the skinning factor as in DynamicFusion [40]:

αi,j =
exp(−∥xi − vj∥2/(2σ2

n))∑
k∈Ni

exp(−∥xi − vk∥2/(2σ2
n))

. (9)

In non-rigid scenarios, it is unreliable to predict whether one
correspondence is inlier or not from merely a single local
area as there could be large deformation in it. On the con-
trary, our method considers all neighboring regions, which
could improve the robustness of the extracted features.
Classification head. Given the spatial-consistency-aware
features Fsc ∈ R|C|×d of the correspondences, we further
adopt a three-layer MLP to predict the confidence score si
being an inlier for each correspondence. Group normaliza-
tion [59] and LeakyReLU are used after the first two layers
in the MLP, and sigmoid activation is applied after the last
layer. The correspondences whose confidence scores are
above a certain threshold τs are selected as inliers and the
others are removed as outliers.

3.4. Deformation Estimation

After obtaining the pruned correspondences, an embed-
ded deformation graph [51] is computed as the final warp-
ing function. We first construct a deformation graph Ĝ =
{V̂, Ê} with a set of graph nodes V̂ and undirected edges
Ê connecting them. The nodes are sampled from P as de-
scribed in Sec. 3.2 with a distance threshold of σg . Each
point in P are assigned to its kg nearest nodes and two

nodes are connected by an edge if there exists a point as-
signed to both of them. W can then be approximated by a
collection of local rigid transformations {(Rj , tj)} associ-
ated with each node v̂j :

W(pi) =
∑
j∈Ni

αi,j

(
Rj(pi − v̂j) + tj + v̂j

)
, (10)

where αi,j is computed as in Eq. (9). Our final optimization
objective is shown as in Eq. (1), where the correspondence
term is the mean squared distance between the correspon-
dences and an as-rigid-as-possible [25] regularization term
is applied to constrain the smoothness of deformations:

Ecorr =
∑

(xi,yi)∈C

∥W(xi)− yi∥22

Ereg =
∑

(vi,vj)∈E

∥Ri(vj − vi) + vi + ti − (vj + tj)∥22
.

(11)
This problem can be efficiently solved by Non-rigid ICP (N-
ICP) algorithm [29, 51]. Note that although embedded de-
formation is used, GraphSCNet is agnostic to deformation
models and thus can facilitate any correspondence-based
non-rigid registration methods.

3.5. Loss Functions

Our model is trained with two types of loss functions,
including a classification loss and a consistency loss. The
overall loss function is computed as Lall = Lcls + λLcon.
Classification loss. We formulate the prediction of the
confidence scores of the correspondences as a binary clas-
sification problem. As inliers and outliers are usually very
imbalanced in the putative correspondences, we supervise
the confidence scores with a binary focal loss [34]. The la-
bel of each correspondence ci = (xi,yi) is computed as:

s∗i =

{
1, ∥W∗(xi)− yi∥ < τd

0, otherwise
, (12)

where W∗ is the ground-truth deformation. And the classi-
fication loss is computed as:

Lcls = −s∗i (1−si)
γ log(si)−(1−s∗i )s

γ
i log(1−si), (13)

where γ = 2 is the focusing hyper-parameter as in [34].
Consistency loss. Inspired by PointDSC [3], we further
adopt an auxiliary feature consistency loss so that the in-
liers are close to each other in the feature space and are far
away from the outliers. However, due to the complexity of
non-rigid deformations, feature consistency could not hold
between two distant inlier correspondences. For this reason,
we propose to supervise the feature consistency in each lo-
cal region. For two correspondences cx, cy ∈ Cj of node vj ,
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we first compute their feature consistency as:

δx,y = [1− ∥ĥx − ĥy∥2

σ2
f

]+, (14)

where ĥx and ĥy are the correspondence features which are
normalized onto a unit hyper-sphere, and σf is a learnable
tolerance parameter. The consistency loss is computed as:

Lcon =
1

|V|2
∑

vj∈V

1

|Cj |2
∑

cx∈Cj

∑
cy∈Cj

∈ ∥δx,y − δ∗x,y∥, (15)

where the ground-truth targets δ∗x,y = 1 if cx and cy are
both inliers and δ∗x,y = 0 otherwise.

4. Experiments
We evaluate the efficacy of GraphSCNet on three chal-

lenging benchmarks: 4DMatch [31] (Sec. 4.1), CAPE [38,
44] (Sec. 4.2) and DeepDeform [10] (Sec. 4.3). Extensive
ablation studies are also provided to better understand our
design choices (Sec. 4.4). More implementation details and
network settings are introduced in the appendix.
Metrics. Following [31, 32], we mainly evaluate 4 met-
rics in the experiments: (1) 3D End Point Error (EPE), the
average errors over all warped points under the estimated
and the ground-truth warp functions, (2) 3D Accuracy Strict
(AccS), the fraction of points whose EPEs are below 2.5cm
or relative errors are below 2.5%, (3) 3D Accuracy Relaxed
(AccR), the fraction of points whose EPEs are below 5cm
or relative errors are below 5%, and (4) Outlier Ratio (OR),
the fraction of points whose relative errors are above 30%.

4.1. Evaluations on 4DMatch

Dataset. 4DMatch [31] is a challenging synthetic bench-
mark for non-rigid point cloud registration, which is con-
structed using the animation sequences from DeformingTh-
ings4D [33]. It consists of 1232 sequences for training, 176
for validation and 353 for testing. The point cloud pairs in
the testing sequences are divided into 4DMatch and 4DLo-
Match based on a overlapping ratio threshold of 45%. We
use the preprocessed data from NDP [32] which removes
the testing pairs with nearly-rigid movements to better eval-
uate the performance on non-rigid scenarios.
Comparisons with state-of-the-art methods. We first
compare GraphSCNet to previous state-of-the-art non-rigid
registration and scene flow estimation methods: NSFP [30],
Nerfies [43], PointPWC-Net [58], FLOT [45], DGFM [18],
SyNoRiM [22], and NDP [32]. To evaluate the generality
of our method, we adopt two recent deep correspondence
extractors in the experiments, Lepard [31] and GeoTrans-
former [47]. As shown in Tab. 1, our method outperforms
the baselines by a large margin on both benchmarks, indi-
cating the effectiveness of GraphSCNet. On the two most

Model 4DMatch 4DLoMatch
EPE AccS AccR OR EPE AccS AccR OR

NSFP [30] 0.265 8.7 18.7 65.0 0.495 0.4 1.6 84.8
Nerfies [43] 0.280 12.7 25.4 58.9 0.498 1.1 3.0 82.2
PointPWC-Net [58] 0.182 6.3 21.5 52.1 0.279 1.7 8.2 55.7
FLOT [45] 0.133 7.7 27.2 40.5 0.210 2.7 13.1 42.5
DGFM [18] 0.152 12.3 32.6 37.9 0.148 1.9 6.5 64.6
SyNoRiM [22] 0.099 22.9 49.9 26.0 0.170 10.6 30.2 31.1
NDP [32] 0.077 61.3 74.1 17.3 0.177 26.6 41.1 33.8

GraphSCNet (ours) + [31] 0.042 70.1 83.8 9.2 0.102 40.0 59.1 17.5
GraphSCNet (ours) + [47] 0.043 72.3 84.4 9.4 0.121 41.0 58.3 21.0

Table 1. Comparisons with previous state-of-the-art methods on
4DMatch and 4DLoMatch. Boldfaced numbers highlight the best
and the second best are underlined.

Model 4DMatch 4DLoMatch
Prec Recall AccS AccR Prec Recall AccS AccR

Lepard [31]

w/o outlier rejection 78.3 100.0 54.2 67.8 49.5 100.0 17.4 29.9
VFC [37] 83.6 93.2 63.6 76.4 54.6 84.1 26.2 40.3
PointCN [42] 87.0 89.0 63.2 78.1 71.8 75.6 31.6 50.7
PointDSC [3] 88.7 92.2 66.3 80.3 74.5 80.3 35.2 53.8
GraphSCNet (ours) 93.0 95.7 70.1 83.8 83.0 88.6 40.0 59.1
oracle 100.0 100.0 74.7 87.5 100.0 100.0 48.9 68.9

GeoTransformer [47]

w/o outlier rejection 81.0 100.0 65.5 79.8 61.0 100.0 31.4 49.4
VFC [37] 83.0 96.0 67.1 79.6 63.2 91.6 33.8 50.5
PointCN [42] 84.8 92.0 67.1 81.0 70.1 79.0 35.0 53.3
PointDSC [3] 88.0 93.9 69.2 82.2 73.7 81.8 37.7 55.0
GraphSCNet (ours) 92.2 96.9 72.3 84.4 82.6 86.8 41.0 58.3
oracle 100.0 100.0 77.4 87.6 100.0 100.0 49.3 66.3

Table 2. Comparisons with outlier rejection baselines on 4DMatch
and 4DLoMatch. Boldfaced numbers highlight the best and the
second best are underlined.

important metrics AccS and AccR, our method significantly
surpasses the previous best NDP by 11 percentage points
(pp) on 4DMatch and 14 pp on 4DLoMatch. Note that ben-
efiting from the high-quality correspondences, our method
achieves the new state-of-the-art results simply with N-ICP
and achieves 10 times acceleration than NDP (0.2s vs. 2s).
Comparisons with outlier rejection methods. We com-
pare to one traditional outlier rejection method, VFC [37],
and two recent learning-based methods for rigid registra-
tion, PointCN from 3DRegNet [42] and PointDSC [3], to
evaluate the efficacy of our method. We also report the
precision and recall of the predicted inliers to compare the
inlier classification performance. For fair comparison, we
adopt similar network macro-architecture for all the models
and use the same configurations in N-ICP. For PointDSC,
2048 correspondences are randomly sampled to avoid too
huge memory footprint. We show the results on two corre-
spondence extractors (Lepard and GeoTransformer) to com-
pare the generality of the methods. And the results using the
ground-truth inliers are also reported as oracle. As shown
in Tab. 2, the models with outlier rejection significantly sur-
pass the models that do not prune outliers. And our method
outperforms PointCN and PointDSC by a large margin on
both benchmarks and attains very close results to the ora-
cle, demonstrating the strong effectiveness of our design.
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Precision: 82.7

Recall: 98.4
Precision: 95.0

Recall: 99.1
AccS: 58.5
AccR: 68.5

(a) w/o Outlier Rejection (b) PointCN (c) PointDSC (d) GraphSCNet

AccS: 44.0
AccR: 56.8

AccS: 55.4
AccR: 69.1

AccS: 73.7
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Inlier ratio:  60.5
Precision: 67.7

Recall:  82.2
Precision: 72.1

Recall: 86.3
Precision: 96.1

Recall: 97.9
AccS: 42.3
AccR: 60.6

AccS: 28.3
AccR: 45.6

AccS: 46.2
AccR: 62.4

AccS: 80.2
AccR: 98.2

Inlier ratio:  79.5
Precision: 80.4

Recall:  84.2
Precision: 79.6

Recall: 75.5
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Recall: 94.1
AccS: 42.5
AccR: 87.9

AccS: 40.5
AccR: 73.2

AccS: 38.5
AccR: 70.9

AccS: 56.9
AccR: 95.9

Inlier ratio:  79.7
Precision: 81.0

Recall:  99.1
Precision: 85.7

Recall: 99.6
Precision: 94.8

Recall: 99.2
AccS: 58.1
AccR: 71.6

AccS: 57.3
AccR: 70.7

AccS: 60.7
AccR: 74.1

AccS: 74.7
AccR: 90.3

Figure 4. Comparison of different methods on 4DMatch and 4DLoMatch. Our method provides much better outlier rejection results in
low-overlap and large-deformation scenes and achives better registration results. Benefiting from the more accurate correspondences, our
method successfully recover the geometry in non-overlap regions (see the registration results enclosed by the red boxes).

Note that our method attains both better precision and re-
call, especially in low-overlap scenarios, which means it re-
jects more outliers while preserving more inliers. This guar-
antees more thoroughly-distributed correspondences, facil-
itating more accurate non-rigid registration.
Qualitative results. Fig. 4 visualizes the correspondences
and the registration results of different methods. Compared
with the baselines, GraphSCNet prunes outliers more ac-
curately while preserves more inliers, especially in low-
overlap or large-deformation scenarios. And our method
performs quite well in the scenes with symmetry (see the
2nd row) or complex geometry (see the 4th row). As there
is little interference from outliers, our method successfully
recover the geometry in non-overlap regions (see the regis-
tration results enclosed by the red box).

4.2. Generalization from 4DMatch to CAPE

Dataset. CAPE [38, 44] contains the complete scans of
dynamic clothed humans. It consists of 15 human subjects
and provides accurate 3D mesh registrations. We use the
data preprocessed by [22] where each point coud contains
8192 points. To better study the performance on large de-
formations, we first align each point cloud pair with a rigid
transformation by solving a mean least square problem [7],
and ignore the pairs whose mean residuals are below 10cm.
At last, we obtain 11288 point cloud pairs for evaluation.
Quantitative results. We investigate the generality of our
method on CAPE. To this end, we train all the models on
4DMatch and directly evaluate the models on CAPE with-
out fine-tuning. The input correspondences are extracted
with GeoTransformer [47] which is also trained 4DMatch.

Model Prec Recall EPE AccS AccR OR

Generalization to CAPE

w/o outlier rejection 38.0 100.0 0.143 20.9 41.3 68.2
PointCN [42] 43.9 65.0 0.132 28.3 50.3 63.6
PointDSC [3] 55.8 63.2 0.122 34.4 56.1 60.5
GraphSCNet (ours) 69.3 83.6 0.090 47.5 67.1 50.1

Generalization to DeepDeform

w/o outlier rejection 43.3 100.0 0.146 17.8 37.0 64.0
PointCN [42] 47.1 68.0 0.149 18.9 38.3 63.9
PointDSC [3] 54.1 65.1 0.139 21.7 42.1 61.4
GraphSCNet (ours) 60.7 64.2 0.134 24.1 44.2 59.1

Table 3. Generalization results from 4DMatch to DeepDeform and
CAPE. Boldfaced numbers highlight the best and the second best
are underlined.

As shown in Tab. 3(top), GraphSCNet achieves significant
improvements over the baseline methods. Our method sur-
passes the second best PointDSC by over 13 pp on precision
and AccS, 20 pp on recall, and 11 pp on AccR. Note that our
method not only achieves better precision, but very high re-
call, indicating that it prunes more outliers while preserves
more inliers. As the human pose variations in CAPE are rel-
atively large, the baseline methods fail to effectively distin-
guish inlier and outlier correspondences. Nevertheless, our
method is still effective and has strong robustness thanks to
the local spatial consistency. Please refer to the appendix
for more detailed qualitative results.

4.3. Generalization from 4DMatch to DeepDeform

Dataset. DeepDeform [10] consists of real-world partial
RGB-D images scanned by a RGB-D camera. It contains
400 scenes with over 390K RGB-D frames. We project the
depth images into point clouds and leverage the dense scene
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Model 4DMatch 4DLoMatch
Prec Recall AccS AccR Prec Recall AccS AccR

(a.1) σn = 0.04 91.4 96.4 70.6 83.5 79.3 85.2 38.4 56.5
(a.2) σn = 0.08* 92.2 96.9 72.3 84.4 82.6 86.8 41.0 58.3
(a.3) σn = 0.12 92.7 96.4 72.0 84.2 82.9 86.4 41.8 58.9
(a.4) σn = 0.16 92.1 96.8 71.7 84.0 82.4 87.1 41.7 58.8
(a.5) σn = 0.32 89.2 95.4 69.5 82.4 78.6 83.7 39.3 56.6

(b.1) w/ FPS* 92.2 96.9 72.3 84.4 82.6 86.8 41.0 58.3
(b.2) w/ RS 92.1 97.0 72.5 84.4 82.2 86.1 41.0 58.1

(c.1) Nodes w/ FPS* 92.2 96.9 72.3 84.4 82.6 86.8 41.0 58.3
(c.2) kNN graph 91.4 96.5 71.9 84.0 79.5 85.3 40.1 57.4

(d.1) k = 1 89.1 96.6 59.7 69.4 75.6 85.9 23.6 31.4
(d.2) k = 3 92.0 97.1 71.1 84.0 81.6 86.6 38.3 55.5
(d.3) k = 6* 92.2 96.9 72.3 84.4 82.6 86.8 41.0 58.3
(d.4) k = 9 92.2 96.6 69.8 83.0 82.6 85.8 38.6 56.5

Table 4. Ablation studies on 4DMatch and 4DLoMatch. Asterisk
(*) indicates the default settings in our method. FPS: furthest point
sampling. RS: random sampling. Boldfaced numbers highlight
the best and the second best are underlined.

flow annotations to construct the point cloud pairs. And we
adopt the same preprocessing as in Sec. 4.2 with a threshold
of 5cm to remove the nearly-rigid pairs. As a result, we
obtain 1011 point cloud pairs for evaluation.
Quantitative results. Following Sec. 4.2, we train all
the models on 4DMatch and directly test them on Deep-
Deform without fine-tuning to invesigate the generality of
our method to real-world scenarios. And GeoTransformer
trained 4DMatch is adopted to generate the initial corre-
spondences. As shown in Tab. 3(bottom), PointCN achieves
only marginal improvements over the model without outlier
rejection. As it determines outliers based on only the coor-
dinates of each single correspondence without considering
the geometry of point clouds, its generality is unsatisfactory.
PointDSC obtains considerably better results than PointCN
benefiting from the global spatial consistency. However, it
still lacks the capability to handle non-rigid deformations.
On the contrary, our method outperforms the three baseline
methods by a large margin as it leverages local rigidity to re-
move outliers, which better models the deformations. These
results have demonstated the strong transferability and gen-
erality of our method to unseen domains.

4.4. Ablation Studies

We further conduct extensive ablation studies to provide
a better understanding of the design choices in GraphSC-
Net. In the following experiments, we use GeoTransformer
as the prior correspondence extractor.
Node sampling. We first study the influence of the dis-
tribution of nodes. First, we vary the distance threshold σn

from 0.04 to 0.32 for node sampling. Note that we do not
change the node sampling settings in N-ICP. As shown in
Tab. 4(a), our method attains similar performance under dif-
ferent σn, and the performance get worse if σn is too small
or too large. If σn is too small, each local region is limited
so that there could not be enough context. But if σn is too

large, the local spatial consistency could be broken.
Next, we replace the uniform furthest point sampling

with uniform random sampling in Tab. 4(b), and two sam-
pling methods achieve comparable results. The model with
furthest point sampling performs slightly better as it gener-
ates more stably distributed nodes. These results prove the
strong robustness of our method to the distribution of nodes.
Graph construction. We further study the influence of the
graph structure to compute local spatial consistency. First,
we build a kNN graph which connects each correspondence
to its k nearest correspondences as described in Sec. 3.2,
where k = 32 to fit the GPU memory and the same network
architecture is used for outlier rejection. From Tab. 4(c), our
method surpasses this counterpart on all the metrics, espe-
cially in low-overlap cases. We argue that our advantage is
two-fold. First, each correspondence can only be connected
to limited neighbors in the kNN graph due to high mem-
ory usage, which fails to provide enough geometric context.
Second, the learned features are predominated by the spa-
tial areas with high densities in the kNN graph such that the
representation ability is degraded.

Next, we vary the number of nodes k where each corre-
spondence is assigned when building the graph in Tab. 4(d).
The results are significantly degraded when k = 1. One the
one hand, considering only one local region for each cor-
respondence harms the robustness of the learned features to
large deformation. On the other hand, the geometric context
in a local region is insufficient when k is too small. And the
performance also gets worse with a large k. The distances
between correspondences and nodes could be too far such
that the local spatial consistency is broken in this case.

5. Conclusion
We have proposed GraphSCNet to effectively prune out-

lier correspondences for non-rigid point cloud registration.
Based on the local rigidity of deformations, we introduce
a graph-based local spatial consistency criterion to measure
the compatibility of two correspondences. Next, we fur-
ther design a non-rigid correspondence embedding module
which leverages the local spatial consistency to extract cor-
respondence features. The spatial-consistency-aware corre-
spondence features are further used to filter outliers. To our
knowledge, this is the first learning-based outlier rejection
method for non-rigid registration. Extensive experiments
on three benchmarks have demonstrated the efficacy of our
method. However, as our method is based on deformation
graphs and local rigidity, it could have difficulty in model-
ing sudden geometric changes. In the future, we would like
to extend our method for end-to-end non-rigid registration.
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